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were very intimate, show him at this time as assuming a devil-
may-care cynicism, something of which, in a pedantic and purely
theoretical form, survives in his later philosophy. To those who
only knew bim in later life, he was a kindly eccentric, almost
unbelievably shy, and completely imprisoned in a self-imposed
routine; but in this is to be seen, I think, the abiding influence
of his conflicts with his father and his renunciation of emotional
happiness.1
Robert Owen, who made his acquaintance in 1813 in spite of
Bentham's aversion to meeting strangers, has left an account of
their first meeting:
'After some preliminary communication with out mutual
friends James MH1 and Francis Place, his then two chief counsel-
lors, and some correspondence between him and myself, it was
at length arrived at that I was to come to his hermit-like retrea*
at a particular hour, and that I was, upon entering, to proceed
upstairs, and we were to meet half-way upon the stairs. I pur-
sued these instructions, and he, in great trepidation, met me, and
taking my hand, while his whole frame was agitated with the
excitement, he hastily said—'Well! well! It is all over. We are
introduced. Come into my studyI"5
Fifteen years later he met Owen's son, and at parting said:
'God bless you, if there be such a beinga and at all events, my
young friend, take care of yourself.*
In 1814 and the three following years, Bentham spent half his
time at an old house called Ford Abbey, in Devonshire, where,
by his own account, life was spent in a round of gaieties:
It is the theatre of great felicity to a number of people, and
that not very inconsiderable. Not an angry word is ever heard
in it Mrs S. (the housekeeper) governs like an angel. Neighbours
all highly cordial, even though not visited. Music and dancing,
though I hate dancing. Gentle and simple mix. Crowds come
and dance, and Mrs S. at the head of them.
But Francis Place's account is, I fear, nearer the truth:
AH our days are alike, so an account of one may do for all.
Mill is up between five and six; he and John compare his
1 He made an unvarying practice of walking round his garden before
breakfast and after dinner. These walks he described as his eante-
jentacolar and post-piandial circumambulations.*

